So, you need a website for your brand, right?
-

Hello. I'm Oscar, CEO at Seowebgurús.

-

Thank you for visiting Seowebgurús new Podcast.

-

So, you're a brand owner… and you want to hire the design of your
website… and you don’t want to spend a fortune in such design.

-

Am I correct?

-

Well, I think we have the perfect solution for you.

-

Spare with me 3 minutes of your time, and allow me to explain to you why
your brand does not need just any regular website, but a SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZED website, or SEO website.

-

But what is an SEO Website in the first place?

-

An SEO Website is a custom-designed website that is built to boost your
brand, and it has the following features:

-

But wait….

-

Most web design agencies assume that, as a brand owner, you already
have your business texts and your business photography.

-

Other agencies assume that you have researched your business
competitor’s websites, and that you have researched which keywords will
boost your rank on Google.

-

In reality, 90% of brand owners that need a website are never prepared.
90% don’t have their business texts or their business photography, neither
they know which keywords will make their brands successful on Google!

-

At Seowebgurús we understand that brand owners need help and
advice, so they can choose the best web strategy for their brands.

-

That's why you need to hire Seowebgurús as your preferred web design
agency.

-

Because at Seowebgurús, before even starting the design process, we
will first evaluate your content and will give you the best SEO advice, so
you can make the best decisions for your brand.

-

If you don't have the texts, we’ll write them. If you don’t know what
photography you should use, we’ll get the best for you.

-

If you don’t know the keywords that will boost your rank on Google, we’ll
do the research for you.

-

Seowebgurús is the all-in-one SEO solution for your brand, integrating 3
services in one: SEO optimization; Custom Web Design; and content
strategy.

-

Choose Seowebgurús as your preferred web design agency, and Let’s
start building together the digital future of your brand!

